Figure 1. Representation of Molecular Permeation through Simple and Branched Plasmodesmata in Cells of a Tobacco Leaf
On the left, signified by large red arrows, a simple plasmodesma permits extensive unloading of small molecules from the phloem because plasmodesmal permeability in sink tissue is high. The pale blue circles indicate small, normally phloem-translocated, nutrients such as sugar, and the green circles indicate permeant fluorescent test proteins of size up to 50 kDa introduced into the "upper" cytoplasm. The prominent central tubule of transcellular ER (dark blue) does not participate in diffusive passage of molecules from the cytoplasm of one cell to the next, but may be significant for facilitated movement of transcription factors and viruses through the sleeve of cytoplasm. On the right, a branched plasmodesma in tissue producing sugar (blue circles) has a size exclusion limit of Ͻ1 kDa, as indicated by failure of diverse introduced fluorescent test molecules (green circles) to pass through. It may be Ͻ0.4 kDa. The very low permeability is symbolized by small red arrows. There are few plasmodesmata per unit area of wall. Movement of sugar from source cells to phloem occurs by release from source cells into and diffusion within the wall solution, from which it must be actively imported into the phloem. 
What Is the Structural Basis of the Functional Shift?
their intercellular movement should better delimit these Can structural differences between source and sink questions. Breakthroughs in the realm of molecular inplasmodesmata be correlated with the functional SEL teraction will perhaps be the next step toward solving differences? As described above, tobacco leaf cell dethe complex interactions between plant viruses and velopment was found by the group of Ding to include a plasmodesmata. shift in plasmodesmal architecture (Itaya et al., 1998) . Do viruses indeed steal a ride on a train for endogeExamining electron micrographs of a series of cells from nous regulators? As pointed out above it was proposed the immature base toward the maturing or mature tip that plant viruses evolved mechanisms to pass through of young leaves, they first observed simple plasmodesplasmodesmata by taking advantage of a system for mata, then closely paired simple plasmodesmata and the cell-to-cell passage of proteins and mRNAs that the also what appear to be plasmodesmal pairs joined by plant itself uses to coordinate its own development. The a tubular cross-link to form an H shape. In larger cells data underlying this proposal were collected before the closer to the mature tip, they found sparsely distributed Oparka group showed that the SEL of tobacco leaf plas-"branched plasmodesmata," which look like clusters of modesmata changes during tissue maturation, and were plasmodesmata pinched together and joined not by a to a considerable extent based on observations of maize simple tubule but rather by an expanded chamber with knotted1 mRNA and protein that were injected into toa large central cavity. 
